INTRODUCTION
Active structural control has been intensively investigated in the recent years. It is not only a subject of the scientific and research activities, but due to its extensive application possibilities active control of mechanical structures gains more and more attention in the education and teaching processes. In that way the benefits of the further development and application can be recognized in the early stages, awaking the interest among young future experts to investigate and contribute more in this field.
In this paper a broad field of active structural control is considered within the focused frame regarding control of lightweight mechanical structures with respect to active vibration and noise attenuation using piezoelectric actuators and sensors. An overall approach to active control of piezoelectric structures involves subsequent steps of modeling, control, simulation, experimental verification and implementation. Each of these steps is regarded in more details. Numerical modeling is regarded from the finite element method (FEM) point of view [5] [6] 11] . Parameter identification [13, 15, 19] is considered as a complementary approach to obtain representative models for the use in subsequent development steps, e.g. controller design. Active controller design involves optimal [16] and adaptive methods [14] , whereas the simulation and verification methods involve consideration of the real-time applications. Some application examples 3 showing the feasibility of the active structural control are presented (vibration suppression of the car roof, active noise control of the acoustic box).
Studying of active structural control is involved in education and teaching processes at the high-school level as well. This topic addresses especially teaching experiences in the field of adaptronics, mechatronics, mechanics of adaptive systems and control theory.
As an introduction an example of actively controlled vibrations of a clamped beam is explained as a benchmark example presented at the courses on active structural control and mechatronics for the students involved in higher education phases. Subsequently the overall development of smart structures is summarized and illustrated by several application examples.
ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL OF A CANTILEVER BEAM -AN EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH BENCHMARK EXAMPLE
Many scientific and practical, but also educational experiences can be gained by investigation of a clamped beam problem. In this section an overall approach to the vibration suppression of a clamped beam excited at the tip will be described. This example represents a valuable contribution to the educational process, since the vibration control problem formulation and its solution defined in several subsequent logical steps follow the overall approach to smart structures analysis and design procedure and therefore apply as a standard procedure in investigation and control of much more complex smart structures. On the other hand, the problem retains the scientific complexity and opens possibilities for further studies and contributions to the improvement of the problem solution.
The investigated clamped beam is considered as an active plate structure controlled by four piezoelectric patch actuators attached to the beam, two on the top and two on the bottom of the plate. Geometry of a standard beam including piezo patches as actuators and/or sensor is represented in Fig.1 . The material properties of the beam and piezo electric material are listed in Table 1 . In the first step the plant was represented in the form of a finite element model with a mesh of 235 passive and 80 active Semiloof shell elements [2, 5] . On the basis of this mesh the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes are calculated using a numerical procedure supported by some standard finite element software. The eigenmodes can be determined experimentally as well, using the modal analysis approach. The eigenfrequencies of interest for bending mode case studies are considered in the subsequent investigations. Exciting forces F(t)=Asin(ω i t) exerted on the corner points at the tip of the beam are chosen with regard to the eigenfrequencies of interest.
An experimental rig with the clamped cantilever beam and dSPACE system, which can be used for the modal analysis and control purposes, is shown in Fig. 2 . 2 Experimental rig with the clamped cantilever beam and dSPACE system Control problem can be formulated as schematically represented in the Fig. 3 . For the solution of the control task an appropriate controller is proposed (optimal LQ controller) in the way that the vibration amplitudes due to periodic excitation forces with frequencies Controller algorithm 4 actuators Fig. 3 Closed-loop control system for the vibration suppression of the clamped beam corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of the clamped beam, are significantly suppressed in comparison with uncontrolled case. The study of the control problem is enabled through the simulations which are performed using the Matlab/Simulink software. As a starting point for the controller design an appropriate state space model was developed, based on the modal truncation of the finite element model of a much higher order, in such a way that the modally reduced state space model contains important information on the eigenmodes in the frequency range of interest, in this case: f 1 =18.8Hz, f 2 =113.1Hz, f 3 =314.4Hz, f 6 =619.2Hz (the eigenmodes 4 and 5 are torsion modes, and they are not relevant for the bending vibration suppression). The results of the bending modes animation preceding the state space modal truncation are represented in Fig. 4 . Presented example illustrates in a comprehensive way the most important phases of system modeling, analysis, controller design, simulation and verification. Analytic and detailed study of the system behavior is possible based on the developed system model. In this way an overall view of the smart structures development can be gained using a relatively simple and comprehensive benchmark example, which plays an important role in educational process. On the other hand, the knowledge gained through the investigation of such examples can be successfully used for studying of more complex structures.
In subsequent sections an overall view of the most important phases in design and control of lightweight smart structures with piezoelectric active materials will be summarized and illustrated by several application examples. 
FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH TO MODELING OF SMART STRUCTURES
The finite element (FE) based modeling of piezoelectric adaptive smart systems and structures represents a good basis for the overall simulation and design. This approach enables both a suitable controller design [14, 16] and the appropriate actuator/sensor placement [2, 8] .
The FE analysis is based on the finite element semi-discrete form of the equations of motion of a piezoelectric smart system describing its electro-mechanical behavior. These equations can be derived using the established approximation method of displacements and electric potential and the standard finite element procedure [7, 9] . Here the coupled electro-mechanical behavior of smart structures will be considered. For investigations in the field of active acoustic modeling and control, appropriate consideration of the acoustic fluid is required. More on acoustic modeling can be found in [11] .
Constitutive equations in the stress-charge form (1) are used for the development of the equations of motion for a smart structure: 
Variational statement of the governing equations for the coupled electro-mechanical problem derived from the Hamilton's principle represents the basis for development of the finite element model [1, 17−18] . It is obtained in the form:
where F Ω represents the surface applied forces (defined on surface Ω 1 ), F P the point loads, φ the electric potential, q the surface charge brought on surface Ω 2 and Q the applied concentrated electric charges. Applying the approximation of displacements and electric potential with the shape functions over an element, representing the structure by a finite number of elements and adding up all elements contributions, the finite element semi-discrete form of the equations of motion is obtained:
where vector q represents the vector of generalized displacements including mechanical displacements and electric potential and contains all degrees of freedom. Matrices M, D d and K are the mass matrix, the damping matrix and the stiffness matrix, respectively. The total load vector is divided into the vector of the external forces ( )
and the vector of the control forces ( ),
where the forces are generalized quantities including also electric charges. Vector f(t) represents the vector of external disturbances, and u(t) is the vector of the controller influence on the structure. Matrices E and B describe the positions of the forces and the control parameters in the finite element structure, respectively. This approach has been used to develop a comprehensive library of multi-field finite elements: 1D, 2D, 3D elements, thick and thin layered composite shell elements, etc. which was implemented in the finite element package COSAR [3] for the simulation of the static and dynamic structural behavior of smart structures. Besides, the tools which take into account other physical effects are also available. For example, the temperature influence can also be considered, and using the developed acoustic elements the influence of the acoustic fluid and its behavior can also be studied [10, 11] .
The tools for modal reduction are also included, which enable development of appropriate models with reduced orders for the controller design. Based on the modal truncation, which was adopted as a suitable technique for the reduction of the number of equations in the FE models, a state space model of an actively controlled structure can be obtained in the form convenient for the controller design. A limited number of eigenmodes of interest is taken into account, while the remaining modes are truncated. Introducing the modal coordinates z
into equation (5), where m Φ represents the modal matrix, and applying the orthonormalization with
where Ω represents the spectral matrix and ∆ the modal damping matrix, the state space model of the modally reduced system can be obtained in the form:
where [ ] (8) which is convenient for the controller design.
SUBSPACE-BASED SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
As an alternative modeling method, the subspace-based system identification can be used. It is convenient for the comparison with the results of the state space FEA-based modeling, since it results in a state space model representation as well. Based on the measured input and output signal data, the model is identified in a discrete-time statespace form, which represents a discrete-time equivalent of the state space model given by (8) . In a general case a deterministic-stochastic form of a discrete-time state-space model has the following form:
with discrete-time state and control matrices Φ and Γ, and the process and the measurement noise 
General deterministic-stochastic problem of the subspace identification is to determine the order n of the unknown system and the system matrices . Subsequent derivations regard the pure deterministic case considered in [4] .
Measured input and output data are organized into block Hankel matrices defined in the following form [13, 15, 19] 
The output block Hankel matrix
is defined in a similar way. More details on definition of the Hankel matrices and the subspace-based identification method can be found in [15] . The measurement data are organized in the form of the input-output relation [19] :
where α Γ represents the observability matrix for the system (1), α Φ is the Toeplitz matrix [4] of impulse responses from u to y:
and α is a specified number greater than the state dimension but much smaller than the data length. For a deterministic case [13] the problem is simplified to determining Γ α and Φ α by computing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of U in the first step:
If matrix U has dimension m×n and rank r, then the partition in (14) is performed as follows:
where p i are the left singular vectors of U [4] . It can be shown that they are eigenvectors of UU T . Vectors q i are the right singular vectors of U. It can be shown that they are eigenvectors of U T U. Multiplying (12) by Q u2 , matrix Γ α can be determined from a SVD of YQ u2 . Then matrix C is obtained as the first row (in a sense of a block-row) of the observability matrix Γ α , and matrix Φ is calculated from: (14) on the left. Thus the equation is reduced to:
After rearranging, (17) can be solved for Γ and D using the least squares, see (13) . In this way the system parameters in the form of state-space matrices of the model (9) are identified using the subspace-based identification method.
OPTIMAL LQ CONTROLLER DESIGN WITH ADDITIONAL DYNAMICS
An optimal LQ controller design with additional dynamics is suggested here as a control technique which has resulted in a successful vibration and noise reduction in several studies [12, 16] .
Controller design includes available a priori knowledge about occurring disturbance type contained in the additional dynamics. Such an a priori knowledge is available in terms of the type of the disturbance function which has to be rejected or whose influence should be suppressed by the controller. Periodic disturbances with frequencies corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of the smart structure can cause resonance and their suppression is therefore important. They are taken into account via the additional dynamics. Discrete-time state space equivalent (18) of the state space model (8) developed through the FEM procedure and modal reduction is used for the controller design.
[
Using the a priori knowledge about the disturbance class, which has to be suppressed, the model of the disturbance is represented in an appropriate state space form, where the disturbance is assumed to be the output of the state space representation. The poles λ i of the disturbance transfer function are used to define the additional dynamics using the coefficients of the polynomial: 
where m i represents the multiplicity of the pole λ i . Additional dynamics is expressed in a state space form:
where x a is the vector of the state variables for the additional dynamics, e is the error signal and: 
For multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems additional dynamics is replicated q times (once per each output). Replicated additional dynamics is described by: 
The feedback gain matrix L is afterwards partitioned into
so that L 1 corresponds to the state space model of the structure, and L 2 to the modelled additional dynamics.
DIRECT ADAPTIVE CONTROL
As an alternative approach, the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is suggested. This control technique comprises several advantages for the large flexible structures. In the case of piezoelectric smart structures the term large can regard high number of degrees of freedom of the finite element model used for the modeling of the structure behavior. With the model truncation, which is a necessary step to adapt the structure model to the controller design purpose, resulting state-space model does not exactly reflect the real behavior of the structure. Inaccuracies introduced in this way can be viewed as a source of the parameter variation with respect to the modeled case. The presence of disturbances in real environment also introduces variation of the parameters in comparison with the modeled case. This causes the need for the adaptive control algorithm, which can successfully face the insufficient prior knowledge or the unknown changes of the system parameters.
The advantage of a robust adaptive controller over a fixed-gain controller can be viewed through the fact that in design of large flexible smart structures a large degree of the model uncertainty is allowable in the sense of the possible parameter variation as well as with respect to the order of the controlled structure. The robustness assumes stability in the presence of disturbances and unmodeled dynamics.
The idea of the model reference adaptive control is based upon the existence of the reference model, specified by the designer, which reflects the desired behavior of the controlled structure. The output of the controlled structure should track the output of the reference model (Fig. 7) .
Fig. 7 General form of a discrete-time MRAC system
A general form of a discrete-time model reference adaptive system is represented in Fig. 7 . Plant representation is a discrete-time state space realization, which corresponds to the plant model (18) , whereas the reference model is represented by equations in Fig.  7 , where f x and f y represent bounded unmeasurable plant and output disturbances in a general case and e=e y is the output error, i.e. the difference between the desired output of the reference model and the real plant output. Discrete-time direct model reference adaptive control law is expressed in the following form:
The 
According to the basic model reference adaptive algorithm the proportional and integral gains are adapted in the following way:
where T and T are n r ×n r time-invariant weighting matrices and 0 I K is the initial integral gain, selected by the designer. In the robust model reference adaptive control approach the integral gain is determined in the form (30). This modification of the integral gain in (29) by adding a σ-term is introduced to provide the convergence of the integral gain [14] since in realistic environment due to disturbances the error e does not reach the zero value and the integral gain would thus never stop increasing without its limiting by the σ-term.
The control law for a general plant in Fig. 7 including disturbances or excitations is globally stable with respect to boundness if the disturbances are bounded and the plant is is almost strictly positive real. The proof of the condition is based on the selection of the Lyapunov candidate positive definite function and on analyzing the sign of its derivative. In order to guarantee robust stability, perfect tracking is not obtained in general, but the adaptive controller maintains a small tracking error over large ranges of nonideal conditions and uncertainties.
APPLICATION EXAMPLES
In order to illustrate some results of the application of active control as a part of the overall design of active mechanical structures several examples are shown in this section.
Active vibration suppression of a car roof
Vibration suppression of a car roof with attached piezoelectric patches using the optimal LQ controller with additional dynamics is demonstrated through a numerical simulation for a test structure. Piezoelectric patches attached to the surface of the car roof are used as actuators and sensors. Excitation by shakers at prescribed points is intended for the experimental investigations (Fig. 8) .
FEM model including the piezoelectric effects of the actuator/sensor groups was obtained using the FEM software COSAR [3] . Based on the generated FEM mesh, an optimization Fig. 9 describes one of the test cases, which was calculated based on the controllability index.
Comparison of the calculated an experimentally determined eigenfrequencies shows a good agreement in the considered frequency range. Fig. 9 FEM mesh of the car roof with actuator/sensor placement For the controller design a modally reduced state space model was used, which takes into account five selected eigenfrequencies: f 1 =48.45Hz, f 2 =51.12Hz, f 3 =63.23Hz, f 4 =64.67Hz and f 5 =68.00Hz. Using the control concept with optimal LQ controller, additional dynamics and Kalman estimator the simulation of the vibration suppression was performed in order to show the potentials of the control strategy. The results are represented in Fig. 10 .
The comparison of the uncontrolled and controlled cases shows significant reduction of the vibration magnitudes in the presence of the controller. The controller was also compared with the standard optimal LQ controller without additional dynamics which compensates for the presence of the periodic sinusoidal excitations with critical frequencies. The comparison shows much better vibration suppression in the presence of the controller with additional dynamics. 
Noise Control of a Smart Acoustic Box
An actively controlled smart acoustic box consisting of the clamped plate with attached piezoelectirc patches used as actuators and of the wooden box surrounding the clamped plate is designed and investigated in order to reduce the plate vibrations and the air pressure at selected points inside the box (Fig. 11) . The plate is excited by a shaker and the plate and the acoustic fluid vibrations are measured by the laser scanning vibrometer (for the velocity and displacement measurements at selected points on the plate surface) and the microphone (for the air pressure measurement) respectively. The piezopatches and the microphone are located inside the acoustic box.
b) a)
Aluminium plate Open side The aluminium plate of the acoustic box and the acoustic fluid inside it are modelled using the FEM approach, taking into consideration the acoustic behaviour via the appropriate acoustic finite elements. Based on the modally reduced state space model obtained through the modal truncation, the simulation and subsequently the experimental control of the plate vibration and of the fluid pressure were performed using the optimal LQ controller with additional dynamics and the model reference adaptive control.
Fig. 12 Experimental setup for system identification and control implementation
The experimental setup for the control implementation as well as for the model identification using the subspace approach described in section 4 is represented in Fig.  12 .
The optimal LQ controller was tested with different excitation signals. Some of the results are represented in with Fig. 13 . The results for the excitation obtained as a sum of three periodic sinusoidal signals with the frequencies corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of the plate (f w1 =66.7Hz, f w2 =106.2Hz, f w2 =163.8Hz) are shown in Fig.  13 a) . Fig. 13 b) shows the results with the random excitation signal. The pressure amplitude reduction can be observed in both cases. Fig. 14 a) , and a zoomed portion of the signals in Fig. 14 b) . Both controllers perform the air pressure reduction at the microphone point. In this case the optimal controller performs a slightly higher reduction degree.
CONCLUSION
Active structural design is addressed in this paper considering several phases in the overall design approach, with the focus on structural control of lightweight mechanical 
